The vacuum electromagnetic field has been a mystery ever since Hedrik Casimir [1] proposed in 1948 that it actually existed and could be measured. Many subsequent experiments [2] have confirmed that its vast field strength (over a terawatt/cm 2 ) is real and matches quantum predictions. Radiation pressures as high as 18 psi have been measured from the reflected vacuum light between plates of 10 nanometer separation. All of this creates a mystery. The electromagnetic field strength is more than a terawatt/cm 2 everywhere in the universe and yet nothing is melted, ionized or burned up by the field. This paper extracts new insight from Einstein's famous 1917 paper, credited with the discovery of stimulated emission and still believed today. The result is a practical explanation of the vacuum field and its observed properties.
Introduction
The vacuum field was first suggested when the quantum mechanical solution for a harmonic oscillator predicted a lowest possible energy of 1/2hν rather than the expected zero. At first no one ascribed much reality to it, but it has become the subject of much research and theoretical modeling since Hedrik Casimir opened the door in 1948 [1] . He assumed the zero-point vibration energy (hν/2) of a quantum oscillator for each E & M mode frequency ν, and then he computed how much pressure the vacuum field would push on two parallel plates a distance d apart. Many experiments since then have verified this computation which matched the observed pressure of the vacuum between reflective plates [2] . They also have verified atomic effects of the vacuum field, such as the Lambe shift [3] , where the energy levels of S and P electron states shift their energy in response to these same vacuum fields. Still the mystery has remained about photonic fields that demonstrate terawatt/cm 2 power in their ability to push and pull plates and bend electronic orbitals. How can such powerful fields produce none of the other usual photonic interactions, such as intense ionization of everything around us? No one has yet offered a physical understanding for the vacuum properties. We find two clues from Einstein's 1917 paper on stimulated emission, which suggest a new model for the physical vacuum field.
Clues for the Vacuum Field
There are two key clues based on Einstein's classic 1917 paper [4] on stimulated emission of a two state atom. The first one is quite commonly quoted in physics courses.
Clue 1: Blackbody radiation has a statistically equal ability to create excitation and stimulated emission proportional to the spectral intensity.
A more precise way to state Clue 1 is that the cross-section B 12 for excitation from lower state 1 to upper state 2 equals the cross-section B 21 for stimulated emission from upper state 2 to lower state 1.
Clue 2 comes from the same Einstein paper and is quite amazing, although it has been substantially ignored. Clue 2: The spontaneous emission coefficient A 21 has a simple physical relationship to the stimulated emission coefficient B 21 given by:
Together with some algebra and logic, these two clues carry us to a simple physical model for the vacuum field which explains its observed properties.
The Vacuum Field
The vacuum E & M field has the power spectral field density I vac of Equation (2) when integrated over all directions (i.e. 4π steradians) [5] [6]. 
After the vacuum field was proposed to be observable by Hedrick Casimir in 1948 [1] , many experiments have confirmed that it has the expected field strength, which is measured by the pressure exerted on two closely spaced reflecting surfaces [2] . For radiation longer than 10 nm wavelength this vacuum field density is about 1.8 × 10 12 watt/cm 2 -a huge intensity equal to the entire power generation of our world in 10 cm 2 . As a result of this massive electromagnetic intensity, the force from the pressure of light on two parallel plates a distance d apart is simply given by Equation (3), which computes to 18.85 psi for a separation d = 10 nanometers. The minus sign means that the force is squeezing the plates together, and since that force is proportional to 1/d 4 , it will be extremely important at atomic levels. 
Ref [2] summarizes past research in over 200 pages, validating the Casimir force well. The biggest mystery of the vacuum field is that it has the E & M field strength of 2 terawatt/cm 2 (for wavelengths longer than 10 nm) but does not burn up everything as a normal E & M field of this strength would easily do. The conclusion is that the fields are there as predicted (because we measure their pressure), but they must have something different about them that prevents them from vaporizing everything.
The hint of this mysterious property we find in Clue 2, above, from Einstein's paper on stimulated emission. Clue 2: The spontaneous emission coefficient A 21 has a simple physical relationship to the stimulated emission coefficient B 21 given by:
In words this result from Einstein's paper says:
The spontaneous decay of any atom is identical to stimulated emission from a background spectral intensity equal to twice the vacuum background given in Equation (2) (4πhν 3 /c 2 ). We suggest that this relationship between spontaneous emission and the vacuum field is an important physical linkage. The logic we propose is the following:
Vacuum Hypothesis: Light comes in two independent and separable forms, up stimulating (excitation) and down stimulating (stimulated emission), with the vacuum form being purely down stimulating.
This means that the vacuum field will have the field strength that is observed, but it has an additional quality that makes it purely down stimulating and is thus unable to excite electronic states. Now we return to Clue 1, which says that blackbody light has, on average, an equal ability to cause an up transition (excitation) as it does to cause a down transition (stimulated emission). Mathematically Einstein expressed this relationship as B 12 = B 21 . Using this clue we ask how can the real fields of blackbody emission be divided into two equal components-one causing excitation and one causing stimulated emission? Our suggestion is to decompose all radiation into e +iwt and e −iwt components, where e +iwt is up stimulating (exciting) and e −iwt is down stimulating (stimulated emission). The sign convention is obviously arbitrary. When we look at power we get that half the power of a real field goes into the up-stimulating waveform and half into the down-an equal amount to each as required from Einstein 
By separating out the + and − temporal frequencies, any real E & M field can be divided up into equal power levels of up and down stimulating forms. Using this principle, we rewrite Einstein's results as follows:
The up-stimulating capability equals 2B 12 times the power in the up stimulating component, and the down stimulating capability equals 2B 21 times the power in the down stimulating component. Blackbody equilibrium requires that B 12 = B 21 .
Since half the power of the real field goes into each up and down component, the final product is the same as he presented, but the interpretation has changed.
We can now apply this result to the vacuum field, which is purely down stimulating. We get that the ability of the vacuum field to stimulate emission is This logic suggests that all "spontaneous emission" is really stimulated emission from the vacuum field.
Summary
The vacuum field has been a mystery, which was generally ignored until Casimir challenged scientists to test its reality in 1948. [1] After hundreds of experiments [2] , we know the vacuum field is real and physical because it exerts pressure that matches its immense power density, and yet its phenomenal power density does not burn up anything at all. To resolve this inconsistency, we went through the following logic:  We considered the first term of Einstein's 1917 paper [4] for spontaneous emission from an excited state and noted that it was identical to stimulated emission from a blackbody field equal to twice the vacuum field.  We then added the well known mathematical truth that any real sinusoidal field (such as a light wave) can be broken up into terms proportional to e +iwt and e −iwt , where each term has half the mean-square power of the real field.  Identifying e +iwt with excitation and e −iwt with stimulated emission, we pointed out that this identification supported Einstein's second equality where up and down stimulation were equally strong in blackbody radiation (i.e. B 12 = B 21 ).  Finally, we rewrote Einstein's equation for spontaneous decay as 2B 21 times the down stimulating field strength. When we applied that equation to the the vacuum field, we got the identical quantitative result that Einstein derived for spontaneous emission-a result that is required for blackbody equilibrium and is still believed today.
 We concluded that a possible physical model for the vacuum field is that it is a purely down stimulating form of light-which implies that the up and down stimulating qualities of light can be separated.  We also concluded that all spontaneous emission may actually be stimulated emission due to the vacuum field.
Conclusion
The physical model suggested here and anchored to Einstein's blackbody equations from 1917 leads us to hypothesize that the up and down stimulating qualities of light may be separable. This would provide a simple, direct and consistent model for the vacuum field and interlocks with the very unusual (and generally ignored) relationship Einstein derived for spontaneous emission (Equation (2)). This model for the vacuum field is consistent with all measurements of the Casimir forces, which measure only the real part of the vacuum fields to create real forces. It also offers a practical explanation of the vacuum field and spontaneous emission.
